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The programs created a table of approximately 50 columns in which each different type of information in the documents appeared under a separate heading. From this, a retrieval program extracted instances where symptoms of possible infection preceded symptoms of painful crisis, as suggested by the literature on sickle cell disease. In answer to more detailed queries the program checked the time-order of findings within one document. The potential use of such tables in continuing medical education and other applications in the hospital setting are discussed.
Introduction
For most health care settings today there is a rapidly increasing demand for patient-related information to improve understanding and management of all diseases. In addition, such data is needed for review procedures, both internal and external, by local, state and federal agencies, third party payers, accreditation and continuing medical education activities. This demand for patient care data is being met largely by hiring and training more people to review, interpret and re-record what the doctor has written, and by adding to the number of times the doctor must write the same information. This large research objective, automatic structuring of clinical information from the written record, had its origin outside the medical area proper, in investigations into general structural properties of science writing and into the feasibility of utilizing automated language processing in science information retrieval.
The
Linguistic String Project (LSP) of New York University has developed over the years a powerful system for natural language syntactic analysis '6'7 that includes a central program ("parser"), a comprehensive computer grammar of English and an associated computer lexicon of basic science vocabulary (ca. 5,000 words), as well as a number of subsystems important for the analysis of complex sentences. With the success of the parsing program, the question arose as to whether, when the program was used in a given subject area, a meaning-preserving rearrangement of the output parse trees could be performed so as to align informationally similar segments of successive sentences. If the aligned segments were then semantically labelled according to their content, this would yield a regular structure ("information format") suitable for complex information processing and fact retrieval.
We adopted medical records as the testing ground for this hypothesis, on the basis that the medical sublanguage displayed a number of linguistic features that favor automatic text-analysis (specific vocabulary, fact-reporting sentence types, semi-stereotyped formulations). In addition, there appeared to be a need for a program which would bring qualitative and narrative patient information into the structured format of computerized medical records. In 1975, the LSP was fortunate to obtain a grant from the National Library of Medicine to investigate this possibility, working in conjunction with the Bellevue Hospital Information System, which routinely captured freetext pediatric patient records in computer readable form as described under Data Capture, below.
The type of document chosen for investigation was the hospital discharge summary. A study of the laconic "note-style" of medical records had shown that the departures from conventional English syntax in medical records could be absorbed into the computer English grammar , and an initial implementation for natural language radiology reports had shown that automatic text-structuring of the kind we envisioned was possible '9 Figure 2 illustrates a small segment of the information format developed for automatic processing of hospital discharge summaries. Figure 2 , A. shows the first few sentences of one of the input documents. Fig. 2, B. shows part of the FINDINGS portion of the information format for those sentences and the time information associated with each finding. The complete format has a TREATMENT section and a PATIENT STATUS section, the latter containing a FINDINGS portion (shown in part in Fig. 2 A brief description of the stages of machine processing that convert free-text discharge summaries into a structured data base follows. A full description is in press1. As indicated in Fig. 3 , the first stage is to parse the document sentences with the LSP parser. This stage begins with a dictionary look-up to associate the stored lexical information with each word occurrence. Then the text is parsed to obtain the basic syntactic relations in the sentence (e.g. subjectverb-object relations and head-modifier relations). Next each sentence undergoes a series of paraphrastic English transformations. These transformations preserve meaning but reduce the number of constructions to a set of basic syntactic relations. Next the parsed, transformed sentences of the text are mapped into the columns of the information format. In general there is a one-to-one correspondence between sublanguage word class and format column. For example, a word of the hospital sublanguage (h-) class h-diag (e.g. sickle cell disease) will be mapped into the DIAG column; or h-bodypart words (e.g. hand) are mapped into the column BODY-PART. However, certain subclasses of words are primarily modifiers; that is, they have meaning in terms of a word or phrase that they modify, for example time phrases, as in HIPDS 3.1.3 (see Fig. 2 
):
Was well until 18 hours before admission.
Here, until 18 hours before admission is a time modifier on the adjective well. Modifiers must be formatted in such a way that they retain the information about what they modify. For example, there can be a time associated with the FINDINGS (the TIME column of Fig. 2, B) as well as a TIME column for the TREATMENT section of the format (not shown in Fig. 2, B) :
Patient was admitted on 11/6 for fever of two days.
Here, on 11/6 modifies the medical-action verb (hvmd) admit (formatted under TREATMENT), and the time expression of two days modifies the signsymptom word fever.
The parsing, transformation, and mapping into the format are done on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The next step, normalization of the data base, treats the document as a whole and handles connections between sentences (that is, sentences in context), rather than treating each sentence in isolation. This stage does two important things: it fills in missing BODY-PARTs and it establishes time relations between the sentences.
As an example of filling in a missing BODY-PART, take the sentence COPDS 3.1.3:
Her hands remained somewhat warm and swollen; however pain seemed to subside.
The semi-colon divides the sentence into two independent pieces, each of which becomes a separate "line" in the table of formats, as shown in Fig. 2 . The portion of the sentence after the semi-colon does not mention hands again; however, it is clear that this sentence is continuing the topic (her hands) started in the first part of the sentence. Certain symptom words require an associated bodypart word, which if not present is sought in the preceding entry. Therefore, the phrase her hands is filled in under the empty BODY-PART column during normalization. Thus, in Table 2 
Application and Results
An example will serve to illustrate the potential usefulness of the discharge summary as data source for preparation of a clinical conference. The medical literature of sickle cell disease, a congenital life-long abnormality of red blood cells leading to chronic disease, describes the "painful crisis" as an associated acute problem, characterized by pain in bones, joints, especially of extremities, abdomen and back. In infants and young children a variety of painful crisis occurs, commonly called hand-foot syndrome, in which bony infarction of hands, fingers, feet and toes produces pain, swelling, tenderness Table 3 shows the physician-defined list that forms the basis for the retrieval routine used to prepare Tables 1 and 2 . The list furnished by the physician is supplemented by related words and phrases (e.g. given warm, the word hot is added) and by morphologically related forms (e.g. to fever is added feverish) in order to form word classes. The routine is then defined in terms of a combination of appropriately filled format columns within a given format row in a table like the one shown in Fig. 2 .
As an example, Table 4 shows the logic of the routine corresponding to the medical predicate PAINFUL-CRISIS. Part 2 of this routine would, for example, retrieve the information in HIPDS 3.1.5 (Then she developed painful hands), shown in Fig. 2 . The format row for this sentence has a word hand in BODY-PART which belongs to the EXTREMITY-WORD class; it has the SIGN-SYMPTOM word painful which belongs to PAIN-WORD; and the column NEG is empty, meaning that it is not negated (so CHECK-REAL will return a value real).
In order to determine whether infection preceded the development of painful crisis, we need another retrieval routine, shown below. This routine uses the COMPARE-TIME routine, which compares the times of any two events in the database. We can translate the question Did any signs or symptoms of infection precede the development of painful crisis? into the following steps:
1) compare the times for the events under the column PAINFUL CRISIS and save the The document for the second hospitalization contains an interesting contradiction with respect to this question. In the HISTORY section, we find the sentences:
On the day before admission patient developed fever of 105 degrees.... This morning mother noted swelling and tenderness of left tibia and foot.
The question Did infection precede painful crisis? is answered YES on the basis of these two sentences. However, later in the ABSTRACT section, we find the following:
At onset of fever there was mild extremity swelling and pain.
This of course contradicts the information given in the HISTORY section. This particular type of contradiction is currently not picked up; however, by making the program more sophisticated, it could be recognized and flagged so that the record could be reviewed and corrected.
Implementation
The LSP system described above is coded in 339 FORTRAN and is currently running on a Control Data 6600, requiring about 75,000 words of memory. The English grammar and transformations (including the formatting) are written in Restriction Language, a special language developed for writing natural language grammars 2 . The normalization of the data base and the retrieval program are implemented in LISP 1.5. Each of the four stages for the preparation of the data base (parsing, English transformations, formatting, and normalization) require three to four minutes of computer time per discharge summary. The LSP system has been developed for research purposes and we expect that a system using the same techniques but developed specifically for the processing of medical documents would run significantly faster.
Discussion
Given that all kinds of patient care information --numbers, words, phrases, sentences --could be subjected to computer processing, then the single recording by the physician of what was observed and done for the patient could be captured and made to serve many of the demands for these data. Office or outpatient examinations, hospital progress notes and summaries, results of procedures and tests, would become the data source, recorded only once, for immediate or later use.
It is not the purpose of this discussion to review past and present work in computerized medical record systems. Suffice it to say that while some systems contain language data useful to current patient care, these data are not presently utilized beyond occasional scans for presence or absence of selected words or phrases. How much more useful medical record systems might become if narrative information would be analyzed and integrated with quantitative data gathered during patient care.
Many organizations and agencies are striving to improve the quality of medical care, in part through continuing medical education (CME) programs. Postgraduate conferences are one such CME activity. A recent example, selected from many notices received by physicians and other health personnel, is the Postgraudate Conference of the Center for Sickle Cell Disease at Howard University, Washington, D.C. (Nov. [27] [28] 1978 
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Conclusion
The potential uses of information-formatted patient records just described assume a capability of the system to process large sets of natural language documents --perhaps not one million patient records as suggested in Davis' criteria for medical information systems quoted at the bebeginning of this paper, but nevertheless an increase by several orders of magnitude over the small sample used in this experiment. We do not wish to minimize the differences between a laboratory demonstration of a device in the hands of its designers and a serviceable instrument for routine processing of documents in an operational setting. Much work remains to be done (our next objective) to make the system robust and efficient for routine use and export.
What we believe we have demonstrated thus far is rather that a natural language processing system founded on general principles of linguistic analysis can carry out the analysis, codification, extraction and collation of medical information delivered to the computer in free-text form. Because the main parts of the system (the parsing program, English grammar, English transformations and formatting mechanism) are not specialpurpose to the particular medical documents, diseases, or document-types processed thus far, or even to medical English itself (except in the final stages of the program), there is every reason to believe that the system can be applied to a large variety of data and to large amounts of data without major changes to the linguistic content of the processing programs. This work is based on results about language structure in relation to the information it carries and on regularities of language usage in science sublanguages. For this reason, as we increase the material within any one domain, we should encounter relatively few syntactic and semantic structures not already provided for in the system. A much larger effort would of course be required to extend the magnitude of the application, but this is a different problem from establishing that a technical solution for the structuring of information in natural language exists.
